DIGGING UP GREECE
In this game, you are a student participating in a 12-week archaeology class on location in
Greece. You must collect artifacts or visit famous sites within this 12-week time period. Once in
a while you will receive a “pop quiz” from your professor. The object of the game is to do all your
collecting and visiting, as well as doing well on the quizzes, so that you can receive a good grade
at the end of the semester. (This game is not intended to teach students to work simply for a
grade! It’s only intended to be a creative way to keep score.)
You will need:
• Copies of the pattern pages printed onto white card stock (printing on card stock instead
of regular paper will greatly increase the game’s durability) If you want to be fancy, you
could copy the artifact cards onto tan or parchment card stock, and each of the professor
questions cards onto a different color card stock. It will make the game look more colorful.
If you want your artifact and question cards to be printed double-sided with a design on the
back, pattern pages have been provided for that purpose. Just match the correct professor
pattern page with his/her question page(s). (Prof’s initials are in the lower right corner.)
• Scissors
• Clear packing tape (substitute masking tape or duct tape if clear tape just isn’t available)
• Colored pencils if you want to color the map
• Dimes (one for each player)
• One side of a cereal box (or similar lightweight cardboard)
• Paper and pencil to keep score
Assembly instructions:
1) Assemble the six map pieces so that they form a map of Greece. Tape together on the
back with clear packing tape. The map can be folded for storage. The packing tape should
be able to withstand repeated foldings and unfoldings. If you don’t have clear packing tape
you could substitute duct tape, which will also withstand many foldings and unfoldings.
2) Do any coloring you would like to do. Colored pencils are recommended, as they are the
least messy and will not obscure any words. Color lightly.
3) To make the die, cut out both patterns. Use the cardboard pattern to cut that exact shape
out of a piece of cereal box, or other lightweight cardboard. Adhere the cardboard to the
back of the card stock pattern using a small amount of white glue (no big blobs of oozing
glue!). Then fold the die along the fold lines and assemble using small amounts of white
glue (once again, no oozing blobs of glue).
4) Cut out the token pieces. Draw whatever you want on them, then assemble as illustrated.
Use a small loop of tape to stick the token to a dime. This will give it weight so that it will
not tip over so easily while you are playing.
5) Cut out the “calendar” and the calendar marker piece.
6) Cut apart all the artifact cards, as well as all the question cards. (The “c.” on the artifact
cards stands for “circa” which means “around.” This means that the exact date is unknown
but it is somewhere around this date.) If you would like the top side of your cards to be
decorated instead of blank, decoration patterns are provided. It should be obvious which
patterns go on which cards. The question cards have the initials of the professor in the
lower right hand corner. You will need to run the question cards through the copier a
second time to put the decorations on the flip side.

Set up instructions:
1) Each player chooses a professor. Some professors give easier quizzes than others.
Humphry Dumphry is the easiest, then Mary Jane Wethaurveign, then Piles F. Reeding.
Aulde M. Hubbard (“Old Mother Hubbard” they call her) is the most difficult. This makes it
possible for players of various ages or abilities to play the game together. It also allows you
to play the game multiple times and increase the challenge each time.
2) Each player chooses a token (probably having designed it themselves) and places it on any
location dot on the board.
3) Each player draws four artifact cards. Place them face up in front of you so that you can
see all of them.
Rules of Play:
1) Determine who goes first. The first player will be the calendar keeper. Every time it is
this person’s turn again, he will move the marker on the calendar to the next week, thus
keeping track of how many weeks have been played. After 12 weeks the game is over.
2) The first player rolls the die. If he gets a type of transportation he can use, he only gets one
roll. If he gets a type of transportation he can’t use, he may roll one more time. Two is the
maximum number of rolls on your turn unless you roll POP QUIZ. If the player rolls POP
QUIZ, another player takes a card from the correct professor’s pile (whichever professor
player one had chosen before starting the game) and reads the question. If the first player
can answer the question without the multiple choices being given, he gets 3 points. If he
can answer the question after hearing the multiple choices, he gets 1 point. Obviously, if
he cannot guess the right answer, he receives no points. After answering the POP QUIZ,
the player proceeds with his turn as if he just started rolling. In other words, pop quizzes do
not count as one of your two chances at a transportation roll. Theoretically, a player could
get three pop quizzes in a row, then roll two transportation rolls, for a total of five rolls on his
turn. This would be an unusually long turn. Most turns will consist of just one or two rolls.
3) Rules of transportation: An airplane allows you to move only from one airport to another. A
car allows you to travel anywhere across land. It doesn’t matter how far you travel, as long
as you don’t cross any water. If you come to water, you must stop and wait to roll a boat. A
boat can take you anywhere across water. You can sail as far as you want to on one turn,
but you can only go from one shore line to another. You cannot travel inland. If you want
to travel inland, you must leave your token on the shoreline until you roll a car. If you are
inland and want to travel by boat, you must first drive to the shoreline, then wait to roll a
boat. If you are inland and want to fly somewhere, you must drive to the airport, then wait
to roll an airplane.
4) There can be only one person on a location dot. Two players cannot both be on the same
location.
5) Once you reach one of your destinations, simply turn that card over to show that you
have completed that task. (NOTE: The “c.” on the cards stands for “circa” which means
“around.” The dates are not exact, but somewhere around that date.)
6) If you finish visiting all four of your sites before the 12 weeks are up, you may beginning
scoring extra points by visiting islands. You get one extra credit point for each island you
visit. (You can only get extra credit if you have already finished all four of your tasks.)
7) The game is over when the 12 weeks are over. Add up your scores and see how well you
did with your professor. (Not so good? Just play again! The goal of the game is to learn
while having fun.)

Scoring:
20 points for each site visited
3 points for each question answered correctly without multiple choices being given
1 point for each question answered correctly using the multiple choices
1 extra credit point for each island visited AFTER you have been to all four of your sites
Grading:
90-100
80-89
70-79
60-69
50-59

A
B
C
D
E

Remember, this is partly a game of chance- you may get bad rolls that don’t get you where you
need to go and cause you to be unable to visit all your sites. Just play again and hope for better
luck next time! The point is to have fun while learning. If you have enjoyed the game, and have
learned something while playing, you get an A+!

Extra idea:
If you are using this game as part of a unit study in a class, you might want to have the students
make up their own professors and their own question cards. The students can then play against
each other’s professors.
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